
Kinverse Attract is a talent assessment solution with a difference. An Equity,
Diversity and Inclusion platform designed to manage and remove conscious
and unconscious bias from the recruitment process, whilst improving both the
candidate and client experience.  

The anonymous assessment process provides a consistent way to evaluate and
compare quality candidates in a transparent and unbiased way based on a
candidate's technical competencies, inter-relationship skills, and personal
attributes. 

Primary data, including D&I information, is collected from the candidates and
throughout each step of the journey, delivering actionable insight to ensure
inclusive recruitment.  

Kinverse Attract will enable you to broaden the applicant pool and ensure the
best candidates fill the open positions. The result - your client's hiring
requirements are met quickly, and you enjoy profitable long-term relationships.

Increase Candidates. Be Inclusive.

KINVERSE ATTRACT

For RPOs and MSPs  



Detailed analytics on the hiring process from job boards to employee
engagement

Demonstrate positions against client's D&I strategy

Give your clients a gold standard comparable methodology for recruiting

Deliver actionable insight on candidates, including
Benefit requirements and training expectations
Salary expectations, type and style of work requirements, and location
and travel needs

Pinpoint market and recruiting trends to support your client's growth
strategy 

Wow your clients 
Deliver exceptional service to your clients with responsive engagement:-

Intuitive and easy to use and secure platform that guides candidates
through each step

Saves candidates time in the application process by removing the need to
tailor a CV to each role

Candidates can be comfortable in providing personal data and the ability
to give a true representation of themselves, their skills and potential

Automated notification of the outcome of the application keeps each and
every candidate informed

Feedback on the makeup of the applicant pool ensures candidates know
where they stand and have an exceptional opinion of your company

Provide candidates with a great experience
A straightforward and easy application process and a fair, informed and
engaging candidate experience:-

.

Time to hire statistics, covering number of completed applications vs
incomplete and drop-out points across the candidate journey

Pinpoint where bias features in the recruiting process to adjust and
change

Demonstrate position against D&I strategy

Understand gender split, minority and ethnic groupings, religious
standings, age ranges, and disability status 

Effectiveness of job boards, including success rates and how to
encourage a diverse applicant pool

Monitor KPI's, EDI targets, and quotas across the business and external
recruiting partners

Manage the PSL with insight into performance against SLAs for
contract and margin negotiation 

Review internal performance against external providers to refine
standards and process 

Inform your business
Kinverse data collection is twofold and absorbed into the application
process. Firstly, data is accumulated during every recruitment step to
understand the candidate, recruiter and hiring manager's journey.
Secondly, D&I data is gathered directly from the candidate and retained
anonymously by Kinverse to overcome disclosure issues faced by
companies. 

The data can be applied across multiple areas of the business:-

   Improve the recruiting process:-

   Manage D&I for you and your clients:-

   Manage your position, partners and channels:- 

 

KINVERSE ATTRACT



KINVERSE ATTRACT

Step 3
Advertise in the
best places

Know which platforms to
use and when to place
the ads to attract the
best candidates.

Defining the right
strengths, capabilities,
and personality fit using
the Question Library. 

Identify the best-suited candidates unbiasedly and quickly

Recruit based on strengths
Recruit in volume or source
candidates individually, the
platform levels the playing field,
saves candidates time and enables
them to present their skill-sets. 

Make talent attraction work for everyone

Step 1
Articulate client
requirements

A process designed to get the most suitable candidates in front of your clients promptly 

Efficiency is ensured
An intuitive platform with
integration into existing systems
(including ATS) for a seamless
process and user-friendly
experience for consultants. 

Step 4
Easily evaluate
candidates

Step 6
Interview support
for hiring manager 

Step 5
Shortlist all roles
impartially 

Step 7
Report and
improve

No more CV sifting with
instant comparison of a
candidate’s anonymous
online assessment to
the ideal candidate
profile. 

Visual comparison of
each candidate to the
ideal profile, identifies
discussion points and
provide structure and
guidance for interviews.

Evaluation is consistent
and anonymous, with
candidates automatically
ranked to identify the
strongest and best
matches.

Primary candidate
data and metrics
across the hiring
process identify areas
to improve, including
where bias features.

Step 2
Manage recruiting
partners

Have parity across the
recruiting channels with
everyone evaluating,
benchmarking and
reporting in the same
manner.

An experience to enjoy  
With a questionnaire specific to each
vacancy, the headache is removed for
candidates when applying for roles –
no need to second-guess how to
present themselves.

Support your clients EVP
Candidates are at the heart of the
recruitment process, evaluated
fairly and informed throughout,
leaving a great impression of your
company and your client.



KINVERSE ATTRACT

Take the stress out of talent attraction. 

Provide a great experience for your business, your clients
and your candidates with Kinverse Attract. 

Contact us today to find out more.

Info@Kinverse.io

Kinverse.io

UK:    +44 (0) 207 617 7369
US:    +1 650 492 5369

LinkedIn/Kinverse

http://kinverse.io/

